In the framework of the functional renormalization group method it is shown that the phase structure of the 2-dimensional sine-Gordon model possesses a nontrivial UV fixed point which makes the model asymptotically safe. The fixed point exhibits strong singularity similarly to the scaling found in the vicinity of the infrared fixed point. The singularity signals the upper energy-scale limit to the validity of the model. We argue that the sine-Gordon model with a momentum-dependent wavefunction renormalization is in a dual connection with the massive sine-Gordon model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The 2-dimensional (2D) sine-Gordon (SG) model in Euclidean spacetime is one of the most important scalar models [1] . It has significant relevance starting from low energy condensed matter systems [2] , where it serves as an effective theory up to supersymmetry [3, 4] , or string theory [5] . The model is integrable [6] [7] [8] [9] therefore it is possible to get analytic information from its physical properties.
The functional renormalization group (RG) treatment [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] for the SG model is capable of describing the phase structure and identifying the Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) fixed point [15, 16] of the model even in the local potential approximation (LPA) [17] [18] [19] . The perturbative RG treatment could account for the KT-type essential scaling of the correlation length [20] . The functional RG treatment also can describe the essential scaling in equivalent models [21, 22] . It is possible to investigate the SG model directly in the framework of the functional RG method by taking into account the evolution of the wavefunction renormalization [23] [24] [25] , where the scaling of the coupling can be traced from the perturbative regime to the infrared (IR) one. It was shown that there exists an IR fixed point [23, 24] , which appears in the low energy scaling regime of the broken symmetric phase. There are further models where the IR fixed point was identified successfully [24, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Besides the existing fixed points it is questionable how the model behaves in the UV region of the symmetric phase. The UV scaling of the coupling is irrelevant there, making it perturbatively non-renormalizable. We argue that there exists a non-Gaussian UV fixed point (NGFP) in the SG model. Our goal in this article is to clarify the UV scaling behavior of the model. The UV NGFP makes the coupling finite, safe from divergences. This is the main idea of the asymptotic safety [31] [32] [33] [34] . Nowadays the asymptotically safe models are in the focus in the RG treatment, since they usually cannot be handled by perturbative tools. Recently the quantum Einstein gravity is one of the most popular model which is investigated in the framework of the RG method [35] [36] [37] and seems to show a UV NGFP making the model asymptotically safe, even in its extensions [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
There are several extensions of the SG model, the simplest one contains a simple mass term [43] [44] [45] [46] . The mass is a relevant coupling in the theory and breaks the periodic symmetry. In the UV limit the mass dies out therefore the model shows an essential scaling. However in the IR, where the mass becomes more and more important the essential scaling is replaced by a scaling belonging to a second order phase transition [30] .
In this article we make a further generalization of the SG model by taking into account a momentum dependent wavefunction renormalization. Its Taylor expansion in the momentum provides further couplings. There are couplings which are irrelevant and can cause troubles in the UV. We study how these couplings affect the asymptotic safety and how they are related to the massive SG (MSG) model. The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II the investigated models and the RG method are introduced. In Sect. III we discuss how the asymptotic safety appears in the SG model. The extensions of the SG model are treated in Sect. IV and in Sect. V. The idea of duality among SG models are sketched in Sect. VI. Finally, in Sect. VII the conclusions are drawn up.
II. THE SINE-GORDON MODEL
The functional renormalization group equation for the effective action of an Euclidean field theory is [10] 
where the notations ′ = ∂/∂ϕ,˙= k∂ k are used and the trace Tr signals the integration over all momenta. The IR regulator function R k stands for removing the UV and IR divergences if necessary. We have solved Eq. (1) by using the following form of the effective action
with the local potential
and the field-independent wave-function renormalization Z k (∂ 2 ) containing higher derivative terms. The latter becomes momentum-dependent in Fourier-space and is parameterized as
i.e. keeping only the first nontrivial term. The evolution equations for the couplings u, z and z 1 arė
with the IR regulator
dφ cos(nφ) . . . being the projection onto the field-independent subspace.
III. ASYMPTOTIC SAFETY
First we restrict ourselves to consider the RG evolution of the dimensionless couplingsũ = u/k 2 and z and keep z 1 = 0. The evolution equations are [23] 
The phase space spanned by the couplingsũ and z are shown in Fig. 1 .
If we try to look for the fixed points of the flow equations in Eq. (6) then we cannot find any. However if we Taylor expand the RG equations in the fundamental modeũ, then atũ * = 0 with arbitrary z * we have a line of fixed points. In certain sense the line can be considered as the Gaussian fixed point(s) of the model. Its scaling behavior shows that for z * > 1/8π the section of the corresponding line is constituted by UV attractive fixed points, while for z * < 1/8π we have UV repulsive or IR attractive ones. In other words in the vicinity of the lines of fixed points the evolution of the fundamental modeũ can be either relevant (for 1/z < 8π) or irrelevant (for 1/z > 8π). The scaling regimes are separated by the KT point atũ * c = 0 and z * c = 1/8π. The IR limit of the relevant scaling in the broken phase signals divergences and nonphysical regimes. Similarly the UV limit of the irrelevant scaling can cause some trouble. Both problems can be solved by finding non-trivial fixed points in these limits.
The IR fixed point was uncovered so far in [23] . It has been shown that the rescaling of the original variables according to ω = √ 1 −ũ 2 , χ = 1/zω and ∂ τ = ω 2 k∂ k results in the evolution equations Here the fixed point χ * = 0 and ω * = 0 can be identified by the IR fixed point at 1/z * = 0 andũ * = 1, which is IR attractive. Unfortunately one cannot find this fixed point from the original evolution equations in Eq. (6) since it is situated at the singular point of the flow equation which makes the β-functions divergent. It might raise the question whether the singularity is a numerical artifact due to the truncations in the Fourier-and in the gradient expansion or it really exists. However in d = 3 we showed that the IR fixed point exists asymptotically if we do not use any truncation [31] . In the IR fixed point the soft modes play crucial role in the spontaneously broken phase and seems to bring the quantum system to a classical one. The huge amount of soft modes signals that the original degrees of freedom are not suitable to describe the low energy behavior of the SG model.
The problem of the irrelevant scaling in the symmetric phase can lead to divergences, which can be avoided by finding a new non-trivial fixed point in the UV region. This is the main idea of asymptotic safety. The UV NGFP keeps the value of the couplings and thus the physical quantities finite. From the phase space in Fig. 1 it is obvious that the fundamental modeũ does not diverge but it tends to 1 as z tends to 0 in the UV limit. This motivated the choice of the logarithmic scaling in z. Unfortunately the limitũ → 1 makes the RG equations in Eq. (6) singular as in the IR limit. Thus, we should approach the UV region of the SG model in a similar manner, i.e. by a redefinition of the couplings. In the UV limit the rescalings ω = √ 1 −ũ 2 , ζ = zω and ∂ τ = zω 2 k∂ k results in the evolution equations
Although the UV NGFP cannot be seen directly analytically from Eq. (6), the transformed equations in Eq. (8) contain the corresponding fixed point at ω * = 0 and ζ * = 0. This result can be affirmed by the fact that the ratio du/dz calculated from the RG equations in Eq. (6) tends to zero if z → 0 andũ → 1. In Fig. 2 the evolution of the couplings u and z is shown. In the IR limit both couplings diverge at a certain value of k c , which defines the IR correlation length. In the UV limit the couplingũ tends to 1 making the evolution equations in Eq. (6) singular.
In Fig. 2 it is also shown that in the UV limit the coupling z tends to zero, therefore the kinetic term in the action freezes out, and only the potential term remains. Similar situation appears in the confinement mechanism. Although the couplings change abruptly at k c the trajectories do not show up singular behavior, since the sudden increase of u and the sudden decrease of z compensate each other giving regular flows. We obtained that in the vicinity of the UV NGFP the numerically calculated scaling gives z = (1 −ũ) 3/2 . The singular behavior in the UV limit defines a corresponding correlation length ξ = 1/k c . The reduced temperature can be identified as the deviation of the initial value of z(Λ) to its critical value, i.e. t ∼ z(Λ) * − z(Λ). For the KT type phase transition we have
We determined the stopping scales k c for different initial couplings z(Λ) and the numerical values gave ν ≈ 0.51 for the SG model. It implies that the essential scaling can be uncovered in the UV limit, too, although it originates from the slowing down of the flows around the KT point. The point z = 0,ũ = 1 of the phase space corresponds to the UV NGFP of the 2D SG model and it also makes the RG equations singular. The UV singularity seems to mark the upper limit of the applicability of the SG model. At higher energies the model needs new elementary excitations. Thinking in the framework of the 2D XY model the excitations are represented by vortices which are made up by concentric forms of spins [47] . The blocking towards the increasing value of the scale k results in smaller and smaller vortices. At a certain scale k c the vortex reduces to a single spin. This scale can be identified by the scale in the UV limit where the β-functions become singular. At this scale the new elementary excitations should be the single spins instead of the original vortices implying that in the UV limit the original degrees of freedom of charged vortices should be replaced by a neutral spin system.
The functional RG method provides us both the high and low energy scale limits of the applicability of the SG model. The low energy limit is usually indicated by the IR fixed point in the broken phase. There the appearing condensate signals the necessity of the new degrees of freedom. Anyway every model should also have an upper UV limit of its validity, since presumably new degrees of freedom should appear at higher and higher energies.
IV. THE SINE-GORDON MODEL WITH AN IRRELEVANT COUPLING
Let us include the running of the couplingz 1 in the SG model, we abbreviate it as the ZSG model. Then the RG equations for the dimensionless couplings becomė 
withZ = zy +z 1 y 2 . The momentum integral over y = p 2 cannot be performed analytically. Although the β-function for the couplingz 1 is quite involved the numerical results show that the term coming from the inverse mass-dimension ofz 1 drives the RG flow according toz giving an irrelevant scaling in the IR limit. It implies that in the IR limit the inclusion ofz 1 does not affect the scaling of the SG model. There the phase transition remains a KT-type transition and we have the same phase structure as in Fig. 1 . However in the opposite scaling direction towards the UV limitz 1 diverges and it removes the UV NGFP. The phase space of the ZSG model is sketched in Fig. 3 for UV flows. In the Eq. (10) the RG equations become singular if the denominator
for any momentum. It can be zero ifũ → 1. However the couplingz 1 grows up fast which can prevent the singularity. The competition of these two scalings creates such trajectories which constitute the two phases of the model. In Fig. 3 the UV symmetric phase contains such trajectories wherez 1 → ∞. The others will stop at finite k and belong to the broken phase. The UV correlation length can be defined similarly to the IR one, i.e., via the stopping scale of k c where the UV evolution stops. Its scaling shows that instead of the essential scaling there occurs a second order Ising type phase transition according to
with the exponent ν = 1/4. Ifz 1 (Λ) is increased then the broken phase starts to shrink. The large initial value ofz 1 can even overwrite the scaling behavior ofũ in the way that the original starting relevant scaling for 1/z > 8π will be irrelevant and keeps the trajectories in the UV symmetric phase. It is worth noting that a starting UV relevant scaling ofũ can turn to irrelevant (the middling trajectory in Fig. 3 ). Such a flow did not appear in the original SG model. The inclusion of the new couplingz 1 does not give a new phase. One can check it with the sensitivity matrix [12, 44] which characterizes the deviation of the running coupling w.r.t. the bare ones. According to Fig. 3 certain trajectories go to infinity in the UV and there are ones which stop at a finite scale k. They can be neighboring trajectories which are adjacent in the IR limit and then build up infinitely large distances from each other in the UV limit signalling distinct phases according to the sensitivity matrix. There are no further trajectories which can develop further singularities, implying that we have no additional phases in the ZSG model. 
V. THE SINE-GORDON MODEL WITH A RELEVANT COUPLING
If we include a mass term in the potential
then we have modified the SG model which looses its periodic symmetry. We call it the massive SG (MSG) model. Neglecting the evolution ofz 1 the RG equations are [44, 45] 
The massm 2 decouples from the other couplings and it scales according to the mass dimension of m 2 ,
so it is a relevant coupling as opposed to the previously introduced couplingz 1 . In the IR limit the MSG model shows a second order phase transition. There we got ν = 1/2 [30] for the exponent of the correlation length in Eq. (13). In the IR limit the IR fixed point vanishes, since the mass scales in relevant manner there. In the UV limit, the mass dies out due to its relevant scaling, therefore the MSG and the SG models coincide, therefore it shows a KT-type infinite order phase transition.
VI. DUALITY
If we consider the phase diagram of the SG model with the couplingsũ and z in Fig. 1 then we can realize that the UV and the IR limits take place in a quite symmetric manner there. If we make the following changes
in the flow direction of the evolution (this is the way how the UV limits are usually investigated) and the coupling then we obtain a qualitatively similar phase structure. Similar relations were treated in [47] . In this sense the SG model shows a self duality. The advantage of this connection is that it is enough to investigate a certain limitation of the model, and we can conclude the properties of the other limit from the former results. The UV and the IR fixed points create a dual pair, and the lines of fixed points separated by the KT point turn from one to the other under the dual transformation in Eq. (17) . The KT fixed point remains unchanged. The duality can be extended to the ZSG and to the MSG models, too. In the former model the original SG model contains a further irrelevant coupling while the MSG model has an additional relevant one. We collected the appearing types of phase transitions in these models in Table I . In the ZSG model the IR scalings are not affected by an irrelevant couplings. The same is true with opposite flow directions for the MSG model, there the UV scaling remains unchanged due to the new relevant coupling. It implies that the IR ZSG and the UV MSG models behave as the original SG model, they show an essential scaling. However, in the other directions we have significant changes. In the UV limit of the ZSG model and in the IR limit of the MSG model we can identify second order phase transitions. It means that by completing the dual transformations in Eq. (17) with
then the ZSG and the MSG models become a dual pair. It is not obvious that there exists any relations between these models. The MSG model is the bosonized version of the 2D Quantum Electrodynamics (or Schwinger model) [43] [44] [45] 48] , and has no direct relation to the original SG model, since it is well-known that after the bosonization it becomes the massive Thirring model [1] . The ZSG model can be related to the latter one, since there the wavefunction renormalization is treated in a more precise way.
VII. SUMMARY
The 2D sine-Gordon (SG) model and its extensions have been investigated by the functional renormalization group method taking care of the deep infrared (IR) and the far ultraviolet (UV) limits. We found that the SG model is asymptotically safe, i.e. it possesses a non-Gaussian fixed point (NGFP) in the UV limit. The UV NGFP is hidden by the singularity which nicely traces out the upper limitations of the model. The singularity has been identified in the IR limit, too. The similar behavior raises up the question of the self-duality of the SG model for the UV and the IR limits.
We extended the SG model by taking into account the evolution of a further coupling in the momentum dependent wavefunction renormalization. We showed that the obtained ZSG model has no UV NGFP and the UV critical behavior is an Ising type phase transition. It reminds us to the massive SG (MSG) model, where the IR limits showed a second order phase transition. This fact uncovered the dual relation between the ZSG and the MSG models.
